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The Health Assembly adopted on 17 July 1948 a resolution requesting 

the Economic and Social Council "to arrange without delay for the transfer 

to Ш 0 of title to the materials in the Library of the League of Nations 

which are classified under the headings 1 Health Documents1
9
 fMedical 

Periodicals1 and 1Medical and Health Books* and of such other materials as 
1 

refer directly to the work of the League of Nations Health Organization"• 

1 Action of the Economic and Social Council 

This resolution was considered by the Economic and Social Council 

on 13 August 1948 together with a note by the Secretaiy-General on the use 

2 

of the United Nations Library facilities at Geneva^ which recommended 

that no final decision be taken at that time. 

During the meeting， the Council was informed of a unanimous 

recommendation by the International Advisory Gonimittee of Library Expert s, 

which had just completed its meetings at Lake Success^ that "requests for 

transfer of specific portions of the League of Nations Library should not 

be granted. The Committee considered that a central library in Geneva, 

forming an integrated whole^ had an important function to pertorm 池ich 

would be seriously impaired if portions of the library were detached." 

The representative of the Secretary-General stated however that, pending, 

completion of the consultations now taking p j ^ ^ , practical arrangements, 

,: ..、i‘Ç». 

including short or long-term loans of certaih "books and documents, could 3 

be reached which would meet the immediate needs of Ш0. 

The Council adopted a resolution, which requested the Secretary-

General to formulate a plan for the use of the Central Library by the 

United Nations and by the specialized agencies^ for submission to the 4 
Council^ if possible its eighth session. 
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The section of the draft resolution which was rejected by the 

Council stated that the plan should be drawn up "bearing in mind the J 

following considerations: A 

(1) The operating requirements of the "WHO make it desirable 

to locate in the WHO headquarters those medical and health materials in 

the Geneva Library -which will be more useful to WHO than to the United 

Nations and other specialized agencies combined; 

(2) The operating requirements of the ТШ0 can best be met by 

means of long-term loan of the materials to the WHO or other similar 
5 

arrangements without transfer of title." 

2 Some further points for consideration by the Executive Board 

2.1 Special claims of 11Ш0 

The WHO is a technical organization， and a comprehensive technical 

library on. the premises is an essential requirement for its work. It is 

not a question of occasional need for consultation of volumes of periodicals 

or books, but of daily use of the library^ especially by the medical staff, 

the bibliographical staff, and the editorial staff. It is desirable also 

that translators who are called upon to translate technical articles 

should have ready access to the appropriate specialized literature. 

An analogy with other UN bodies would be misleading^ because WHO 

is the only such body representing a field in which established technical 

periodicals of many countries are essential to its work. These 

periodicals, as well as other types of medical literature, are most 

unlikely to be consulted - and indeed are hardly known - by non-medical 

users. At present the medical books，periodicals anr1 reports forming the 

Medical Section of the League of Nations Library are used almost exclusively 

by T/VHO. If this material were transferred to Т/УНО̂  either by the transfer 

of title or on long-term loan, the few non-medical users desirous of 

consulting such literature would be given every assistance by the 

specialized librarians of WHO, 

2.2 Discussion at the ECOSOC 

Two main arguments were used^ during the ECOSOC discussion, against 

the transfer of the Medical Section of the League of Nations Library, the 

first of which referred to the difficulty of separating tho.se publications 

•wrhich were concerned with medicine and hygiene. This argument does not 

seem a very strong one, as medical publications constitute a well-defined 

class, recognized as such in all countries and as pointed out in 2。1 above3 

used almost exclusively by the medical and closely related professions. 

UN document E/945 
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In the second argument, an analogy was made between the United 

Nations Library at Geneva .and national libraries such as the Library of 

Congress, the Lenin Library of Moscow and the Library of the British Museum» 

This analogy is not quite apt, as the libraries mentioned are national 

depository libraries and are intended to represent all the literature pub-

lished in their respective countries. The League of Nations Library was 

never conceived as an international depository library, and the medical and 

health sections were never more than a working collection for the use of the 

Health Section. In fact, it may be pointed out that many of the books in 

the medical section of the Library were received by staff of the Health 

Section in their personal capacity, and were deposited by them in the Library 

for ease of consultation to all, while the periodicals received were largely 

obtained by exchange with the publications of the Health Section.^ Moreover 

each of the libraries mentioned above^ the Library of Congress, the Lenin 

Library in Moscow and the Library of the British Museum, have distinctive 

medical and technical counterparts existing in each country. Thus in the 

USA, by far the greatest collection of medical books and periodicals is in 

the Army Medical Library at Washington, and not in the Library of Congress. 

In Great Britain, the most comprehensive collections of the world1s medical 

literature are to be found in specialized medical libraries. In the USSR, 

the State Library for Scientific Medicine in Moscow contains the greatest 

collection of medical books and periodicals, 

2.3 Special character of medical libraries 

Medicine is one of the best-documented fields of knowledge, and 

medical libraries have developed as one of the earliest forms of special 

libraries. TMs separation of medical libraries is of long standing and 

reflects the development over a long period of time of a coherent body of 

medical literature, in the handling of which special knowledge and special 

tools have evolved. In the same way, medical librarianship has developed as 

a distinct branch of the library profession. By analogy, therefore, with 

the great libraries of the world there would seem every reason for entrusting 

ТШО with responsibility for a comprehensive medical library which would serve 

as an essential instrument in its work in the collection and distribution of 

information on the subjects allotted to it byits Constitution. 

2.4 Some practical disadvantages of the non—transfer of the Medical 

Section of the League of Nations Library 

2.4.1 It would seem anomalous that the volumes of medical periodicals 

before 1947 would be found in the United Nations Library, Geneva, while 

Most of the recent medical periodicals now in the UK libraries were 

received by exchange with Ш0 publications. 
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subsequent volumes would be found in the WHO Library, but at the same time 

it would also seem unnecessary for duplicate collections to exist, either in 

the same building or in close proximity. 

2.4.2 The existence of a Medical Section in the UN Library comprising the 

old League of Nations Medical Section would result in considerable loss of 

time for the WHO Secretariat, as the medical books^ periodicals and government 

documents are arranged from the point of view of a central library and are, 

therefore, grouped according to their form and not according to their 

subject-matter• 

2.4.3 If the Medical Section of the League Library were not transferred, 

it would seem that W O would either be faced with the alternative of being 

deprived of the tools essential to its effective working9 or of expending 

large sums of money, "which are not available in the present budget, in 

acquiring such tools. It may be added that even if these large sums were 

available, it would be extremely difficult to acquire back volumes of certain 
7 

essential medical periodicals and reference works. 

3 Draft resolution 

In view of the resolution passed by the first World Health Assembly in 

this connexion^ the Board, may wish to consider the adoption of the following 

draft resolution: 

THE EXECUTIVE BOARD 

NOTES with regret the action of the Economic and Social Council 

whereby the health and medical sections of the former library of the 

League of Nations will continue to be housed in the United Nations 

Library at Geneva, 

AFFIRMS the necessity of a centralized health and medical library 

for the work of the Organization, and 

EXPRESSES the hope that further negotiations may reveal the possi-

bility for l/VHO to house, either by transfer or on long-term loan, the 

medical and health books, periodicals î nd reports, at present contained 

in the United Nations Library at Genevà. 

This difficulty would apply particularly t o the annual reports and other 
documents issued by the national health administrations，which are of vital 
interest to WHO. 
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1 . Action of the Fifth Committee of the UN General Assembly 

1.1 The use by WHO of the medical publications and documents 

in the Central Library of the United Nations at Geneva was discussed 

with the Librarian of the United Nations at Paris on 15 October. 

As a result of this discussion, it was agreed that the Librarian 

should put before the Fifth Committee of the Assembly, on 20 October, 

in addition to the recommendation of the Consultative Committee on 

Administrative and Budgetairy -Questions concerning the library services? 

the following note : 

USE OF UNITED NATIONS LIBRARY FACILITIES 

AT GENEVA 

Note by the Secr61ary-Qeneral 

The Economic and Social Council at the seventh session of the 

198th meeting, 13 August 1948 <E/S.R.198) adopted a resolution 

(part of E.945) requesting "the Secretary-General pronçtly to 

formulate the draft plan, within the framework of a general 

policy relating to the use of the General Library (at Geneva) 

by the United Nations and by the specialized agencies " 

The policy recommended by the International Advisory . 

Committee of Library Experts, A/C.5/222, paragraphs 56^65 

inclusive, is approved. • 

2. With respect to the particular needs of"WHO, 

a) The Geneva Library will lend to WHO for an indefinite 

period any medical library materials needed by that 

organization and not in general demand； 

UN document Л/598, paragraph 135. 



The materials so lent will be subject to recall if 

urgently needed by the Geneva Library for other purposes. 

The Geneva Library vdll endeavour to facilitate the 

Library and bibliographical work of the World Health 

Organization by providing space required for books and 

workers in the Library wing in so far as may be possible• 

The provisions of this paragraph (2a-d) will cease to be 

.in .effect in the event that the two institutions (the 

Geneva-Library and WHO) should establish permanent seats 

in different locations. 

3> -The ¡policies set forth in paragraphs 1 and 2 will serve as a 

guide for negotiations with other specialized agencies if 

.similar situations arise• 

'1.2 ‘ The committee adopted the relevant section of the Report of the 

• Consultative Cóüunittee on Administrative and Budgetary Questions, with 

thé addition of a passage which stated, inter alia， that "the Geneva 
, • ' • , • ï " « ： 

Library .i.- will carry out no transfer of books, with th$ exception 

of duplicate copies". However, in answer to a question put by the 

representative of WHO, it was agreed that this recommendation would 

admit the possibility for the Geneva Library to lend books on medical 

2 

subjects to WHO. Verbal assurance on this was given by the Assistant 

Secretary-General in charge of Public Information that the needs of 

WHO for medical materials in the UN Library would be met within the 

terms of the statement adopted by the Fifth Committee• 
2 Cpinment by the Dire ct or -General 

• . # “ . * 

2.1 It is considered that the foregoing arrangement, is. not wholly 

satisfactory because : ; 

. • • • ‘ ； 

• 2 丄 1 As was ma'de clear by the Librarian of the UN during the discussion, 

his statement is concerned only with policy, and the implementation of 
» ' . 

the policy remains to be arranged with the responsibly officials of 
• • 

the United Nations in Geneva ； 

• - . • . ,. . • •. . •. . • ； .. » 
2.1.2 In'viëw of the needs of this Organization, it would be desirable 

: t h a t the statement should specify that the UN.Library' should lend to 

WHO "the materials comprising the Health Section of the former League 

i • ‘ ‘ ‘ 

of Nations Library": 
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.U 
b). 

/ / ; 
,WHO should undertake to maintain subscriptioia； td thè '、 

Aerials lent and to provide reference service. pr>*/tĥ ro-ï 

and on other materials lent for any member of the 

Secretariat or Delegations; 

V
I
/
.
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с
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e) 

UN document A/C.5/5R.136, page 19. 
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2.1.3 . It would be desirable to specify that materials lent by the 

Ш Library should be recalled only if the need of the UN Library for 

such materials were demonstrably greater than that of WHO, 

2.2 Despite these drawbacks, it is considered that the statement 

by the UN Librarian represents appreciable progress within the terms of 

the decision made by the Economic and Social Council and may prove 

acceptable if a liberal interpretation is placed upon it by the 

responsible officers of the United Nations in Geneva, The Director-

General- considers, therefore, that the decision of the Fifth Coimnittee 

should be accepted provisionally by WHO, subject to reconsideration 

when the final plan for the library services of the United Nations is 

submitted to the General Assembly at its fourth session• 

3 Recommendation 

If the Executive Board approves the foregoing statement, it may-

wish to adopt, in place of the resolution set forth in document EB2/40, 

the following resolution: 

The Executive Board 

NOTES the decision of the Fifth Committee of the General 

Assembly of the United Nations on 20 October 1948 regarding 

the loan to WHO of. medical materials in the Central Library 

of the United Nations at Geneva； 

EXPRESSES ITS APPRECIATION to the Secretary-General of the 

United Nations for his co-operation in this matter； 

DECIDES to accept provisionally the arrangement approved by the 

Fifth Committee, of the General Assembly on 20 October 1948； and 

INSTRUCTS the Director-General to enter into negotiations with 

the Secretary-General of the United Nations with a view to 

incorporating into the general plan for the library services of 

the United Nations provisions for the loan to WHO, on a non-

restrictive basis, of the materials which constitute the Health 

Section of the former League of Nations Library. 


